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TL: DR do not buy this unless you have a huge interest in how the early stages in level design looks. First off I love the
base game, it is really really good and after completing it 100% I was left wanting more, so I thought I'd buy this, huge
mistake. The DLC purports to have more than 100 puzzles, many of them from the full game but in their early stages, so
like the base game just blockier and without the story connecting them, or even the themes, worst of all, with what I
assume is the alpha state of the mines. You may ask yourself, "Why are the mines a problem, are they different?" Yes,
they are, though not their mechanics, but in design and how they sound, now looks are something I could easily look
past, but the problem is that they make a headache-inducing whine, and they are present en masse in many of the levels,
by the end I resorted to turning off most of my in game sound. In the end, 5 euros (or your regional equivalent) is a high
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price to pay if you already have the base game, as you already own much of the content, but in a prettier and all together
better version that will not leave you with a migraine. I can only recommend this to people who have a huge interest in
early stages of level design, or someone who really just want to solve puzzles but does not want to be bothered by the
story.. If you highly enjoyed the base game and wanted more out of it / was curious about their design process, then
you'll enjoy this. It being labelled as DLC is a bit of a misnomer since it doesn't add any extra plot or anything, but it
expands on their design process and is pretty fascinating.. i love this dlc if your not into how the game was made and all
the scrapped content dont get this but i love knowing about the beta of games and this dlc is a dream come true for me so
i highly reccomend it. Nice to give us extra maps to use and do after the game + dlc. Longing for Talos 2.. Don't bother.
I picked this up for 99c because I'm a completionist, but the negative reviews of this pack are totally on the money. You
might like this if you didn't think the mines were annoying enough in the original game, or thought that the graphics
were too good. Nearly all the puzzles are early versions of levels that showed up in the original game, so there's not a lot
new here.
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